VITESSE
P.D.I. SPRAY WAX -EXHIBITION
CARNAUBA SPEED POLISH

Description: Vitesse is a high quality Silicone
Resin Polish containing natural Carnauba Palm
Waxes for a long lasting shine.
Very very fast: a uniquely fast ‘easy-toapply and easy-to remove’ spray wax.

Application Spray Vitesse onto clean paint surface,
and using a soft polishing cloth spread evenly to
leave a uniform film. Do not overwork the polish
during application. Allow to haze then polish up to
full gloss finish using soft clean micro-fibre cloth
e.g. CAP-4.

No waiting-no delays: For high volume P.D.I
vehicle processing, Vitesse can be applied even
on wet paint surfaces- no problems!

Alternatively Vitesse can be applied by cloth in a
conventional manner provided the polish is not over
applied.

P.D.I problem solver: non-aromatic solvent
ingredient removes transit coating adhesive
residues, tar spots etc.

Vitesse Spray Wax can be used either to treat one
panel at a time, or alternatively the whole vehicle,
before polishing off.

Very deep-gloss: produces incredible wet-look
deep gloss shine to all paint finishes* with
minimum of effort.

Vitesse can also be left on for days before final
polishing/processing without problems. This can be
extremely useful to avoid dust gathering on finished
vehicles whilst awaiting collection or delivery.

Low chalk : minimises plastic staining, no dust
problems on dark colours
Highly Versatile: for polishing new or
renovated paintwork on cars, coaches,
motorbikes, trucks, boats, caravans, aircraft etc.
Vitesse is one of Concept’s high technology
New Millennium Polishes using the most
advanced raw materials to deliver
The World’s Best Car Polish Finishes.


For a full description of Concept polishes,
and categories please refer to Concept
Polish Selector Wallchart.
*metallic, solid colours, water based etc.
Directions: IMPORTANT Vitesse naturally
separates on standing and must be activated by
shaking well, before use.

Typical Specification :
Composition : A blend of waxes, non-volatile
silicone, emulsifiers, hydrocarbon
solvents, perfume, dye and water.
Appearance : Opaque Emulsion
pH
: Neutral
Colour
: Violet
Odour
: Fresh
F.P.
: 46º
Stability
: Protect from freezing
Shelf Life
: 3 years minimum in unopened
containers.
Packaging
: 1L, 5L and 25L
Vitesse is a Trade Mark of Concept Chemicals &
Coatings Ltd

CODE: 465

